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ABSTRACT 

A06 

Global energy balances of ohmically heated ( .. 400 kW) and neutral-beam-heated 
(<2 .5 MW) divertor discharges in ASDEX are compared. The fractions of power 
losses attributed to different loss channels are almost independent of the 
heating power. Impurity radiation does not play any decis ive role. The volume
integrated torus radiation losses, including CX neutrals, are between 20 and 
30 % of total heati ng power. The toroidally inhomogeneous part of this torus 
radiation is a signi ficant but not dominant contri~ution. Strong volumetric 
power losses are detected by bolometers from regions where particle recycling 
essentially occurs and builds up locally enhanced neutral particle densities: 
In discharges using a poloidal limiter power losses mainly due to CX neutrals 
and localized in the vicinity of the limiter account for about 40 % of the 
input energy . In divertor discharges radiation emission in f r ont of the neu
tralizer plates grows exponentially with ne and can dissipate more than SO % 
of the power entering the divertor chambers in both the ohmi c and neutral
beam heating cases . About half of the power flux with grazing incidence on 
the neutralizer plates seems to be reflected in the forward direction. 

I . INTRODUCTION 

In the ASDEX large poloidal divertor experiment particle exhaust and erergy 
removal have been studied in detail for the ohmic heating case. The use of 
the divertor - as compared with metall ic limiter discharges - recuces the im
purity content and, consequently , the volume-integrated radiation losses from 
the main plasma by a factor of two to about 20 % of t he heat i ng power. Inside 
the divertor chambers high neutral- gas pressures can be built up, resulting 
in strong interact ion between the molecular hydrogen gas and the cold high
density plasma. In this case , more than half of the diverted power is con
verted into volume emission of neutral hydrogen atoms with kinetic energies 
of a few eV / I / . The contributions of some of the inelastic atomic and mole
cular processes , such as ionization, to the volumetric power l osses in the 
scrape-off plasma are expected to change drastically with increasing 
temperatur e . Thi s paper therefore investigates the global energy balance of 
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di vertor discharges with strong neutral-beam heating and large power fluxes . 
Preliminary results have been reported i n Ref . /2/. 

2 . GLOBAL ENERGY BALANCE 

If not otherwise stated, we discuss ungettered double- null divertor dischar
ges . Two neutral beams (H0 ) are injected paral lel t o the ohmic-heat ing cur
rent (co- injection), delivering up t o 3 .1 MW (40 kV, 0.2 s ) into the deu
terium plasma. The experimental arrangement as wel l as the method applied to 
extrapolate t he power l osses measured i n one divert or zone to those in a l l 
four zones (four neutralizer plates ) are described i n Ref. / I /. The thermo
graphi c sys tem recording t he surface temperature of t he neutralizer plates is 
calibrat ed absolut ely b:' means of thermocouples ; the numerical cal cul ation 
of power DEP absorbed by t he plates f rom the surface tempera ture evolution 
takes into account the f inite plat e thickness /3/ . The volume- i ntegrated 
r adiation and neutral particl e losses i n both the main plasma volume (RAD) 
and in all fou r divertor zones (RADnrv) are measured with met al resistor 
bolometers. 

The gl obal energy balance and its dependence on the total heating power 
(OH+NB) is shown in Fig. I. When the heating power is raised from OH :::: 0 . 4 MW 
t o OH+NB :::: 2.0 MW, all three power loss channels, RAD , RADorv and DEP, in
crease near l y linearly by a factor of between 3.5 and 4.5. Above 700 kW the 
percentage contributions of both RAD and RADDIV to the power losses are almost 
independent of the heating power and amount to about 15 % each (Ip= 380 kA; 
ne = 2 .8 x 1013 cm-3). Figur e 2 shows t he variation of t he global energy 
balance with the main plasma densi t y ne for neutral- beam heating. The main 
chamber radiation never exceeds 25 % of the heating power. The divertor ra
d iat i on grows exponentially with ne , and at highest densities about 50 % of 
the d iverted power is converted into radiation. As a consequence , the power 
deposition on t he neutralizer plates decreases drastically. A power equal to 
1.0 x DEP (±20 %) over large r an ges of heat ing power (0.4 to I . 6 MW) and 
ne ( I .3 to 6 x 1013 cm-3) is missing in the global bal ance . I t i s t entativel y 
explained by the e ffec t t hat the i ons s trikin g the targe t plates under nearly 
gr azing incidence are quas i elastical l y reflected in the forward direction /4/ 
and are thus not detec ted ei t her by thermography or by bolometry . 

Even i n t he case of low densities (ne :::: 1. 5 x 10 13 cm- 3) and a total heat ing 
power o f mo re than 2 MW, t he local radiat i on losses in the plasm~ centre re
main below 0. I W/cn3 , whereas the loca l power input amoun ts to sever al W/cm3 . 
The radial radiation profil~s show a pronounced edge peak , while in the centre 
t hey are more or less flat (uncertainty of Abel invers i on) . 

The slope A- I = (2 .6 x 1013 cm-3)-1 of the exponential increase of RADoIV with 
ne (RADoIV - exp(ne/A)) does not depend on t he heating power, and it i s rough
ly half of that for t he electr on l ine density fneddl and neutral gas pressure 
Po in the divertor. The latter result is partly due t o a r eduction of t he 
divertor plasma temperature Ted with increasing f neddl /5/, which again re
s ult s i n smaller rate coefficient s as wel l as energy yields of a t omic and 
molecular processes con tributing t o RADoIV· Re f erence /6/ conta ins a more 
detailed discussion of t he physics of the scr ape- off plasma in t he divertor. 
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3. RADIATION COOLING IN THE LIMITER VICINITY 

The question arises whether in limiter discharges, too, localized radiation 
losses in the vicinity of the limiter significantly contribute to the global 
energy halance . Charge exchange measurements showed that nearly 100 % of the 
ion recycling occurs at the poloidal limi ter of ASDEX, causing a local en
hancement of the neutral particl e density /7/. A toroidal radiation profile 
around the limiter position was ob t ained by means of a bolometric scan from 
shot to shot (Fig. 3). The exponential decay length of the radiation agrees 
with that of CX measurements . Quantitaive correlation of the bolometric with 
the CX profile yields: I. In addition to the toroidally uniform part of the 
radiation amounting to about 40 % of the heating power, r adiat ion localized 
near the limiter acount s for 35 to 40 % of the input power, leaving about 
20 % which is probably deposited on the limiter (no limiter calorimetry). 
2. Using the fact t hat the toroidally uniform part of t he bol ometrically 
measured radiation i ncludes about 10 % of CX neutrals , it can be deduced 
that the radiation in front of the limiter consists almost completely of 
CX neutrals with kinetic energies of above 100 eV. 

4. NEUTRAL- BEAM- INDUCED CHARGE EXCHANGE LOSSES 

In Ref. /8/ it was pointed out that the loss of plasma ions through charge 
exchange with the so-called beam halo may provide an important energy l oss 
channel which depends on the toroidal angle f. In order to measure these power 
losses locally enhanced near the beam port, three bolometers were placed 
along one of the two beam lines . The result is shown in Fig. 4. Owing to 
the rather limited number of data points (because of machine accessibility), 
which are tentatively fitted by a parabolic curve, only a rough estimate can 
be given: On the toroidal average , t he non-uniform part of the radiation and 
neutral particle losses amount to about 20% of the uniform part . 
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Fig. I: Varia t i on of gl obal ene rgy 
balance with total hea t i ng 
power (Ip=380kA , ne=2. 8x JOl3cm-3). 
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Fig. 3 : Locally enhanced radiation 
losses in the vicinity of t he 
pol oidal graphite l imite r 
(Ip=380kA ; ne=2.8xJ o l3c m- 3) . 
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Fig. 2: Dependence of gl obal 
energy balance on main 
pl asma density ne 
(Ip=380kA; OH+NB=2 . I M\.I) . 
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Fig. 4 : Toroidal variation of the 
radiation in neutral-beam
heated discharges 
( Ip=380kA; OH+NB=2.4MW; 
ne=4.0xlo l3cm-3). 


